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WE'RE REVOLUTIONIZING 
IP COST FORECASTING

Prokurio’s IP Forecaster automates
complex and time-consuming IP Cost
forecasting processes. Put away your
spreadsheets and dump your
outdated solutions; you now have a
better option.

We’re new to the IP Forecasting game,
but we’re making up for lost time with
the most modern, client-focused, and
client-friendly approach on the
market.

IP FORECASTER ADAPTS 
TO YOUR NEEDS

Have your own fees? No problem. We
give you the tools to configure the
platform to your needs.

Override our standard fees, or easily
create your custom fees.

You can quickly set up global fees or
create fees for specific jurisdictions,
specific clients or specific international
firms.

SAY GOODBYE TO HASSLES

You’ve got enough going on, worrying
about your cost-forecasting platform
is the last thing you want to do.

We’ve designed IP Forecaster to be as
worry-free as possible, starting with
flat-rate pricing for unlimited forecasts
– giving you the predictability you
deserve.

If something better comes along or we
don’t deliver the value you expect, you
can cancel anytime. No questions
asked.
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UNMATCHED FLEXIBILITY

Unlimited custom associate fees:
Easily incorporate all of your
associate fee schedules into
forecasts.
Unlimited custom client fees: Create
client-specific fee schedules and
discounts for more accurate
forecasts.
Customizable translation costs:
Leverage Prokurio’s default
translation costs or add your own
fees as needed.
Unlimited country groupings: Create
unlimited country groupings to speed
up the forecasting process.

POWERFUL SIMPLICITY

Modern User Experience: Intuitive
and user-friendly interface that
even a lawyer can use.
Flat-Fee Pricing: Transparent and
easy-to-understand pricing - no
surprises.
No Long-Term Contracts:
Standard, one-year term; cancel
anytime.
Simple Onboarding: Automated
associate fee schedule upload
makes onboarding a breeze. 

BUILT FOR THE FUTURE

Modern SaaS platform: Secure,
high-performance, browser-
based solution
Weekly fee updates: Regular IP
fee updates ensure forecasts can
access the most current fees.
No Limits: Every subscription
allows unlimited users and
unlimited forecasts.
Weekly product updates:
Continuous delivery of client-
driven new features and
enhancements.


